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Lab Report

Title:  Projectile Motion

Purpose:  To study projectile motion.

Background: A projectile is defined as something without wings that is thrown to have 
a constant horizontal velocity and a vertical velocity that is under only the force of grav-
ity (no propulsion) ideally without air resistance.  

Materials: 
 1) Computer with Logger Pro 3.5
 2) Video Camera that can be used with Logger Pro
 3) Meter Stick
 4) Tennis Ball
 5) Participant to throw the ball

Procedure: 
 1) Set up the experiment by setting the camera on a steady surface.  Have 
 your thrower stand in line with the meter stick (perpendicular to the  shot 
of the camera) about 20 feet away.  
 2) Start the camera and have the thrower throw the ball into the air so that it 
 will make an arc that will fit entirely in the frame of the video. Then stop the cam-
era.
 3) Once the video is in Logger Pro, put dots on the location of the ball in each 
shot.  This should give you a graph.
 4) Calibrate the graph by putting a calibrating line on the meter stick.
 5) Curve fit the graphs.

Data: 





Observations: The graph of the horizontal displacement (the x value) is linear.  The 
graph of the y value of the ball went up in a parabolic path from t~1.8s to t~2.7s where 
the velocity then changed to the negative direction until the ball bounced at t~3.75s.  It 
went back up again until t~4.4s then continued down until the end of the video.   In the 
formula of the vertical displacement line the leading term is A=-4.838 for the initial arc 
and A=-4.811 for the bounce.

Analysis:  The graph of the horizontal displacement is linear because horizontal veloc-
ity is constant (neglecting air resistance) for projectiles.  Meanwhile the graph of the ver-
tical displacement is parabolic because the system was under the force of gravity.  
Gravity is defined as having a value of -9.8m/s2, making half that value -4.9m/s2.  Be-
cause -4.838 and -4.811 are fairly close to -4.9 our experiment can be deemed a suc-
cess.  It was difficult to make sure that the ball stayed in the video frame the whole time.  
There is slight error due to human inaccuracy.  Our numbers could be skewed due to 
poor placement of the dots in the movie.  Also if we didn't calibrate the video quite right 
or weren't exactly in line with the meter stick, the numbers could be slightly off.  

Conclusion: So, we now understand projectile motion by having completed this lab.  It 
could be improved if the movie were better quality so the dots could be placed more ac-
curately.  Also if the video were to take pictures at a constant rate, the graphs would 
look better.


